Introduction
Soon after the development of portfolio theories and Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) in 1960s the analysis in mutual fund performance has increased extensively and likewise, the popularity of investing in mutual funds among private investors has grown considerably around the world during the last 40 years. In Bangladesh the market value of mutual fund has increased from approximately Tk. 7.5 million in 1980 to more than Tk. 280 billion in 2017. Notwithstanding this huge increase in market only few studies have been conducted in evaluating Bangladeshi mutual fund performance. Hence, the aim of conducting this study is to provide the evaluation of growth oriented Bangladeshi mutual fund performance on the basis of monthly return compared to benchmark return [1] [2] [3] .
Having substantial fund and professional management skill, it is easy for large investors to invest their money in a diversified pool of securities. On the other hand small investors are often unable to diversify their investment with limited fund. Mutual fund, an investment vehicle, creates an opportunity for investors, especially for small investors, to take advantages of investing in professionally managed diversified pool of securities with law costs. A mutual fund is a financial intermediary that collects money from money investors and invests the money in stocks, bonds, short-term money-market instruments, other securities or assets, or some combination of these investments depending upon the objectives and need of the investors. Functionally mutual funds are two types' open-end mutual fund and close-end mutual fund. In case of open-end mutual funds, subscription and redemption of shares at Net Asset Value (NAV) per share are allowed on perpetual basis whereas close-end funds with a specific maturity period sell a fixed number of shares at one time (in an initial public offering) and latter trades on secondary market. All the related parties involved in the capital market employ their most of the effort to assess information about the performance of active strategy of fund management compare to passive strategy of fund management. Manager, investor and researcher generally want to know whether the active fund managers are able to generate superior return over benchmark market return. The close-end mutual fund traded in Dhaka Stock Exchange reviewed in this study fall into active fund management category whereas DSEX reviewed fall into passive fund management strategy. The main purpose of this study is to evaluate the performance of close-end mutual fund compare to the benchmark index.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section the article describes the current scenario of capital market of Bangladesh and mutual fund market, section 3 concentrates on earlier studies of mutual fund performance evaluation i.e., review of related literature. section 4 describe research objective, section 5 describes sources of data, sample design, and methodology, section 6 present performance evaluation techniques, empirical results and discussion. Section 7 enumerates limitation of this study and Section 8 concluding remarks.
Current Status of Mutual Fund Market in Bangladesh
At present mutual fund experiences lower position based on the sector-wise transactions among all the sector-wise listed securities in Dhaka Stock Exchange nevertheless massive market value of mutual fund has increased from 1980 to 2017. An analysis of the sector-wise transactions of listed securities of the DSE showed that the mutual funds sector secured almost lower position in FY 2015-2016 with 1.21% of the total transactions. 
Review of Related Literature
Numerous theoretical and empirical researches have been conducted on the performance evaluation of mutual fund both in the context of developed and developing countries around the world. This section presents a brief review.
Brown and Vickers [4] conducted a study on mutual fund portfolio activity, performance, and market impact and found that performance of funds, on an average, is almost similar to that of composite markets from which fund managers select securities. The study reveals that there has no linked between variations in fund portfolio turnover rates and variations in performance, and fund portfolio activity influences market prices, especially in the short run for individual securities.
Sharpe's [3] article is among the earliest research to evaluate the performance of mutual funds using some of the concept from modern portfolio theory. He has developed a composite measure that considers return and risk. He evaluated the performance of 34 open-end mutual funds during the period 1944-1963 by the measures developed by him. He concluded that the average mutual fund performance was distinctly inferior to an investment in the DJIA (Dow Jones Industrial Average). It was also revealed in his study that good performance was associated with low expense ratio and only low relationship was discovered between fund size and performance.
A study performed by Treynor and Mazuy [2] found that none of the investment managers of the 57 funds (1953) (1954) (1955) (1956) (1957) (1958) (1959) (1960) (1961) (1962) outguess the market and that these managers should not be held responsible for failing to anticipate changes in market direction. Jensen [1] , evaluated 115 funds performances using "alpha" which is an indicator of the fund managers forecasting ability. He found that fund managers did not have superior performance to offset their research expenses and management fees. To evaluate objectives and performance of 123 mutual fund using monthly data for the period 1960 -1969 McDonald(1974 v has examined four measures; non-risk-adjusted measure of average return, reward-tovolatility ratio, Jensen's alpha, reward-to-variability ratio and found that significant performance of fund are not being recorded differently than the market overall.
Kon and Jen [5] used Sharp-Lintner-Mossine (SLM) and Black models of market equilibrium to examine mutual fund stock selectivity performance when management is concurrently engaged in market timing activities. He found that on average, fund managers as well as individuals are unable to select individual securities perfectly to coup up with the expenses and fees of research, management and commission. E. Fama [6] introduced a model for evaluating investment performance of managed portfolios. He recommended that the overall performance of managed portfolios could be broken down into several components. He argued that the observed return of a fund could be, due to the ability of fund managers, to pick up the best securities at a given level of risk (their selectivity ability). Some portion of this return could also arise due to the prediction of general market price movements (their market timing ability). Fama suggested that return on a portfolio could be subdivided into two parts-the return for security selection and return for bearing risk. Various finer subdivisions of both selectivity and risk were also suggested. The model developed by him, combined concepts from modern theories of portfolio selection and capital market equilibrium with those of traditional concepts of what constitute good portfolio management [7] .
To evaluate market timing and investment performance of a sample of 67 mutual funds, Chang and Lewellen [8] employ a markettiming and security selection test methodology and fund no evidence of skilful market timing or superior security selection abilities.
Henriksson and Robert [9] provided an equation and Henriksson [10] estimated this equation for 116 mutual funds (1968) (1969) (1970) (1971) (1972) (1973) (1974) (1975) (1976) (1977) (1978) (1979) (1980) and found little evidence of market timing ability. Grinblatt and Titman [11, 12] found that superior performance may exist among mutual funds but expenses eliminate abnormal investor return thereby investors cannot take advantage of the portfolio managers' skills. Volkman [13] found that in a high volatility periods only few managers of 332 funds (1980) (1981) (1982) (1983) (1984) (1985) (1986) (1987) (1988) (1989) (1990) are able to predict market movements although most of the funds outperform the market via security selection.
A research conducted by Jayadev [14] in India found that mutual funds have not performed better than their benchmark indicator and fund managers are not sufficiently able to use their market timing and selectivity skills. Motivated by Jayadev [14] , Dave [15] , Thomas [16] and Kulkarni [17] all the author try to evaluate performance of mutual fund in india and found very little evidence that mutual funds outperform benchmark index fund.
Qamruzzaman [18] investigate performance of mutual fund schemes in Bangladesh considering 32 mutual funds based on risk adjusted performance measures suggested by Jenson, Treynor and Sharpe and found that many funds made abnormal returns comparing to the market returns. For evaluating performance of mutual fund in Bangladesh, widely known risk adjusted performance ratios are also used by Das [19] , Rahman et al. [20] .
Objectives of the Study
The main objective of this paper is to evaluate the overall performance of mutual fund in Bangladesh. This study has set the following specific objectives relating to mutual funds "performance";
I.
To measure the returns earned by the sample mutual funds and compare against the benchmark market return in terms of risk.
II.
To find out the mutual fund schemes offering the advantages of diversification, market timing and selectivity of securities to their investors.
Data and Methodology
To depict a synopsis of current performance trend of the Bangladesh mutual fund industry, secondary data has been used in this study. The data source is Monthly Net Asset Value (NAV) based on the current market price published in the Dhaka stock Exchange (DSE) news server. Monthly NAV is the last announced NAV by the respective manger of any particular month. DSEX Index is assumed as market index or the benchmark market index. Further 6-month post office savings instrument has been assumed as benchmark for the risk free rate.
The sample in this study consist of 15 mutual fund traded in DSE having maturity over 4 years and the sample period is February 2013 to March 2017 (50 month).
For the purpose of satisfying main objective as well as specific objectives raised in objective section this paper has initially calculated monthly returns based on the NAVs of fifteen funds and simple averages of such returns (ARp). The net asset values (NAV) have been corrected to include dividends at T+4 month, where T is the declaration month. It has been assumed that the dividend will affect NAV in the 4th month of declaration. Positive alpha indicates superior return of a portfolio hence better portfolio performance and negative alpha indicates worse performance of the portfolio against the bench mark, i.e., the market index.
The result shows (Table 1 ; Column 2) that based on dividend adjusted return twelve funds out of fifteen could generate positive Jensen alpha. Although three funds show negative alpha, on overall basis fund industry alpha is positive alpha of 0.3063. Of the fifteen mutual funds under consideration it has been found that PRIME1MF with alpha of 0.5716 got the highest Jensen alpha. Precisely, finding overall positive alpha from this study indicates that funds are able to generate higher return than equilibrium return using CAPM.
b) The Treynor ratio
Treynor (1965) was the first researcher developing a composite measure of portfolio performance which is called Treynor ratio. It is the ratio of the risk premium to the volatility of the return measured by portfolio systematic risk (beta). This is why this ratio is commonly known as reward-to-volatility ratio. Treynor ratio provides a measure of excess return per unit of systematic risk (beta). The underlying assumption of the Treynor index is that a multi-asset portfolio diversifies unsystematic risk away and the relevant risk that remains is systematic risk (beta). Treynor ratio is calculated as: The result shows (Table 1 ; Columns 3 and 4) that all the funds except GREENDELMF, MBL1STMF and DBH1STMF have experienced higher than market return in case of Treynor ratio also called reward to volatility ratio i.e., return per unit of systematic risk (β). ABB1STMF got the highest excess return over risk-free return (0.9975) for taking per unit of systematic risk (β) followed by 1JANATAMF (0.8813), POPULAR1MF (0.8395), PHPMF1 (0.6889), IFIC1STMF (0.5533).
The aforesaid two measures of portfolio performance are based on the standard CAPM security market line. Both measures only consider systematic risk (beta) as a relevant risk and ignore unique risk. Hence, it is necessary to evaluate the performance of the fund in terms of its total risk. The following measure is used for the purpose.
c) The Sharpe ratio
The Sharpe ratio is a risk-adjusted measure of performance developed by William Sharp, which is often used to evaluate the performance of a portfolio and its manager. The Sharp ratio uses standard deviation to measure total risk of a portfolio rather than to consider only the systematic risk summarized by beta factor. This ratio basically indicates risk premium return earned per unit of total risk. Sharpe introduced the following reward to variability ratio (known as sharp ratio) as follows:
The bench mark is extra return of market in excess of risk free return associated with market portfolio's total risk:
A fund which performed better according to first two measures namely Jensen and Treynor measures and not according to the third measures indicates the direction in which fund manager has to change the portfolio structure.
The result shows (Table 1 ; Column 5 and 6) that 12 funds out of fifteen funds have generated higher Sharp ratio also called reward to variability ratio i.e., return per unit of total risk (ϭ) than that of benchmark market index. 1TJANATAMF (0.1525) got the highest excess return over risk-free return for taking per unit of total risk. The general conclusion in Table 1 is that most of the funds have been able to over-perform their passive benchmark. In addition Table  1 concludes that over the research period, overall position of mutual fund in Bangladesh is better than benchmark index.
d) Diversification
It can be possible to remove unsystematic risk (unique risk) through well diversification of portfolio. The statistical tool, coefficient of determination (R 2 ) can be used to measure diversification. Coefficient of determination (R 2 ) can be obtained by regressing the portfolio's additional return (r p -r p ) against the market additional returns (r m -r f ). A high value indicates greater diversification of fund and vice-versa [22] .
The result shows ( Table 2 ) that over the research period, mutual funds selected for this study have R 2 within 0.46 to 0.85. Nine funds have found with strong R 2 (ranging from 0.74 to 0.85) means that return generated by those funds are mostly depends on systematic risk (βp). Though other six funds have found lower R 2 means that mangers are taking some level of diversifiable risk (unsystematic risk). From Table 2 it can be identified that ABB1STMF with low R 2 (0.46) has experienced high unique risk (2.3053) relative to its total risk (3.1245). Both 1STPRIMFMF and ICBAMCL2ND value have experienced high R 2 (0.85) indicating that those funds are well diversified and have reduced its unique risk (σEp).
e) Market timing
A fund manager who would like to prefer market timing, structures the portfolio to have a relatively high beta during a market rise and relatively low beta during market decline. Because of this investors will benefit out of both the market rise and market fall situations. Treynor and Mazuy were the first to propose estimating such a line by adding a squared term to the usual linear index model: If c turns out to be positive, we have evidence of timing ability, because this last term will make the characteristic line steeper as (r mt -r ft ) is larger [23] .
The result shows ( Table 3 ) that except 1STPRIMFMF (-0.0078) all the funds have positive c value meaning that these funds consist high beta securities at the time of high market return and low beta securities at the time of low market return. None of the positive c-coefficient has been found statistically significant at any level of significance. Moreover using Treynor and Mauzy Quadratic equation Table 3 shows a (alpha) which represent selectivity of fund. Out fifteen 11 funds have positive selectivity but none of the fund is statistically significant at any level of significance. 
The general conclusion in Table 3 is that fund managers of all the 15 funds have been unable to achieve both statistically significant market timing and selectivity.
f) Selectivity
Selectivity means the ability of a fund manager to generate return by selecting undervalued securities (priced lower than their intrinsic value at a point of time). It can be known with the help of Fama's (1972) decomposition measure:
A positive high value indicates that the fund has achieved superior returns and investors are benefited out of the selectivity exercised by the Fund Manager. Table 4 present breaks up of Portfolio returns with the help of Fama's decomposition measure. The result shows (Table 4 ; Column 5) out of 15 funds 12 funds have positive values indicating that funds have earned superior monthly return because of the security selection ability on the part of the fund managers. For GREENDELMF (-0.0729) MBL1STMF (-0.0404) DBH1STMF (-0.1403), the net selectivity is negative. It means that fund managers have taken diversifiable risk that has not been compensated by the extra returns. Table 5 shows that based on dividend adjusted return all the funds except GREENDELMF (0.7753), MBL1STMF, (0.8110) DBH1STMF (0.7133) earned higher than benchmark market index. On the other hand some mutual funds have higher total risk and some mutual funds have lower total risk than benchmark. In addition some funds return are more sensitive (beta) than market and some funds return are less sensitive. But it doesn't mean anything until the risk adjusted return is analysed. Table 5 also shows that over research period from February 2013 to March 2017 on an average mutual fund earned return of 1.1392% monthly with standard deviation of 0.2192 monthly based on monthly NAV. Whereas average monthly return of DSEX index in this period was 0.84332 with the standard deviation of 0.0263 which indicates mutual funds' performance was better than DSEX index.
Limitations of the Study
This study has some limitations. These are given below:
a) The study only focuses on 15 closed-end mutual funds out of 36 traded in Dhaka stock Exchange (DSE) because of unavailability of data.
b) The period of study is restricted to 50 month starting from February, 2013 to evaluate the performance of selected mutual fund but not from their commencement.
c) This paper only consider monthly net asset value (NAV) to evaluate the performance of selected mutual fund but most closed-end mutual funds are currently traded in Dhaka Stock Exchange at 20-40% discount to net asset value (NAV) even less than their face value due to 2010 share swindle.
d) The study is limit only to Bangladeshi mutual fund industry.
Concluding Remarks
To mobilize savings and accelerate economic growth of a country, mutual fund offers numerous advantages of diversification, variety, flexibility, as well as tax benefit to the investors. In a developed country, mutual fund industry is growing day by day, but developing countries, like Bangladesh, the conditions of mutual fund industry are far behind.
This paper provides an overview of the Bangladeshi mutual fund industry and examines the performance of mutual funds by using risk adjusted performance models. It has been found that most of the Closed-end mutual funds can beat benchmark market index (DSEX) in terms of risk and return. Moreover diversification, selection and timing ability have been analyzed by applying various different models as the co-efficient of determination (R and timing ability it has been revealed that there is a good amount of diversification, moderate level of selectivity but no significant relationship between timing skill and return of funds.
Bangladesh is now facing some severe problems regarding the development of mutual fund industry which in turns make the job more difficult for Fund managers. Though most of the selected funds over research period are over-perform benchmark market index but market index itself is underestimated. In Bangladesh most investors have general lack of trust for professionally skilled mutual fund manager because of irregular redemption of closed-end fund. Recently High interest rate of government savings product, Lack of demand, Lack of disclosures by the mutual fund managers, Lack of inspection, High transaction cost, High inflation, Inexperienced investor are creating very tough time for the industry.
Timing skill was not also evident for mutual fund market for Bangladesh. To achieve this beta of the funds are required to adjust according to the market movement. Close-end mutual funds should be redeemed by fund managers on the date of its maturity mentioned on the prospectus and trust document which may help mangers to gain investors trust [24, 25] . They should disclose all the relevant information of their diversified pool of securities to public. BSEC (Bangladesh Security and Exchange commission) should be inspecting and monitoring the fund's portfolio, operation and investment decision process on regular basis [26] [27] [28] [29] . Finally Bangladesh should develop its poor performance in mutual fund market by developing its macroeconomic environment, institutional environment, equity market development, corporate governance, voice and accountability, political stability, financial stability and regulatory quality.
